CHAPTER 8

The Advisor's Dilemma

\

l have a feeling that a lot of them aee
me with a lcind of horror-not juat
anger, but with an awe of the aort you 'd
have for an aatronaut who atepped out
of that capade and cut hia umbUical
cord and juat (loated oft into apace and
had become weightleu, drifting in a
blaclc void, becauae he cut himaelf oft
from the capaule and from NASA, and
the U.S. government, and the U.S.
budget that aupport1 that · entire 91·
tem.• ••
l thinlc four-year-old• luwe fantaaie•
like that • •• of what the world would
be like when the mother went away.
And thf mother il the U.S. Executiue
Brunch.

-Daniel Ellsberg deacribing the
reactions of bis colleagues
at the Rand Corporation
alter he made public the
"Pentagon Papen"

Tbc executive branch's science advisory establishment makes many essential
contributions to thc cffectiveness of policy making. lt is also obvious from our
case studies, however, that administration officials have leamed to use the
advisory establishment to mislead the public and Congress about the technical
bases of executive decisions. In any particular case the advisor must therefore
decide whether he is being asked to advise or to "legitimiz.e." But what then? If
he refuses to participate in a system which is being used to mislead the public, he
will also be refusing to give bis govemment the benefit of bis advice. Such is the
advisor's dilernma.
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The Advisor'a Dilemma

Responslbilities of Science Advisors In a Democracy

One deceptively easy resolution of this dilemma would appear to be for an
advisor to say to bimself: "I will give the administration the best advice that 1
can concerning technical considerations. Then, lf 1 find that executive
spokesmen start misleading the public about these considerations, 1 will give the
public directly the benefit of my knowledge and experience."
Unfortunately; things are not quite so simple, because executive officials do
not in general fmd such behavior acceptable. Advisors, like permanent
govemment employees, are expected to be loyal and to abide quietly by fmal
executive decisions, or eise to "get off the team."
When an advisor decides to "go public" he is aware that he may very weil at
the same time be sacrlflcing his future access to the corridors of power and the
sources of inside information. Since there are, in the füst place, few advisors
willing forcefully to . present an unwelcome point of view to important
govemment decision makers, an advisor can legitimately be concemed that his
replacement by a "yes man" may in the long run outweigh any benefit the
public might derive from his setting the public record straight on a particular
issue. When concem about loss of future effectiveness within the executive
branch is combined with the considerable doubt that most advisors have about
the effectiveness of speaking out, it is not surprising that it is so extraordinarily
iare that advisors "go public."
There are also strong social and psychological pressures operafing against
''going public." The high-level government advisor has typically undergone a
long process of "socialization" in Washington during his slow climb up through
the hierarchy of advisory committees. His self-esteem, not to mention
his .position in bis organization and in the eyes of bis colle3gues, may
not be unrelated to his advisory activities and his association with men in
power.2
lt is becorning more and more clear, however, that to the extent that the
administration can succeed in keeping unfavorable information quiet and the
public confused, the public welfare can be sacrificed with impunity to
bureaucratic convenience and private gain. Thus advisors who keep their
information and analyses confidential in the interests of preserving their
"effectiveness" may fmd that very effectiveness decreasing as a poorly informed
and uncertain Congress and public become less and less able to call the
administration to account for irresponsible actions.
There is no consensus within the scientific community as to how the advisor's
dilemma should be resolved. In fact, there has been very little discussion at all
within the scientific community of the issues involved. Lack of such discussion
leaves scientists unprepared when they become advisors and fmd themselves
confronted with difficult and unfamiliar decisions, often in an atmosphere of
great pressure. lt is no wonder that under these circumstances advisors fmd
themselves looking for guidance to the experienced govemment officials whom
they advise and adopting rather uncritically the code of confidentiality and team
spirit to whic~ these officials themselves adhere.
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Arguments Supporting the Confidential
Advisory Relationship

:::i;~:~sider a few ofthe arguments which, by and large, the advisors adopt as
1.

..

~:e re~tionsh_ip

between a 1cientific advi1or and the government of/icial
ohm. el. adv11e1 ihould be con/idential. /ult a1 ir thai between a /awver .
and 11 c ient.
~

d ~s analogy compares a scientist or engineer who provides information and
a vtce ~o the g~vemment-presumably with the intention ofhelping brin forth
an ~ptunal po~cy for the country as a whole-with the private lawyer Jred to
deVJSe the optimal strategy in presenting his client's case If we fi ll
this
analogy througb ·1
uld
·
o ow
• 1 wo
appear that the executive branch sees itself in
adversary r~lationship with Congress and the public. The fact that one side in ~:
confrontahon has a near-monopoly on the "lawye " ( .
d .
becomes quite disquieting.
rs sc1ence a vtsors) then

I~ ~

unfortunate !113t the ethical principles proposed for advisors b

exec~~ve-branc:J1 agenc1es have more in common with the ethics of lawyers an~

phyS1c1~s, wh1~ stress. the protection of the client, than· with the etbics of
responSJble public officials or public health officers for whom th
a1
welfa~e must be the primary concem. Science advisors' who are conce~:;:~
qu~stlons of the national interest, should also owe tlaeir first loyalty to the
nation ~ ~ whole ~~ to fundamental democratic principles, rather than to the
ix:rsonalities. or polic1es of any particular administration. Patteming the ethics of
~ience 8~VJSOrs on those of private lawyers or physicians is therefore
mappropnate.
2.

The

Pr_e1~~ent

ü elected by all the people and has the ultimate

responiibtlit~ [~' making national policy. This leave1 the advi1or with onl

the ~e~pon~1b1l11y o/ seeing that the President and the o/ficiah · h ~
11
admm11trat1on are weil in/ormed.
in

In response to the great inequality of activity and inßuence which has
:.evelord among the three branches of our govemment. the popular identifica1on o our form of govemment as democratic has come to depend less on the
~eo~':! checks 11?,d bal~ces and mo_re on the _fact that the President is elected
„ Y
e people. 'W_e might !hus cancature th1s view of our govemment as the
Fo~r-Year Elected-D1ctatorship Theory of Democracy.„ This theory has been
particularly popular ~1;11 the Nixon administration, whose behavior has ·ven
the count?' a most vmd demonstration of the dangers posed by an exec~tive
branch wh1ch feels that it can be held to account only once every four years
. ~at th~. elec~ed-dictatorship idea leaves out entirely is the role of the
m~v1dual c1.hzen m the govemmental process. The ultimate responsibility under
a emocratic govemment always lies with the individual citizen, and the
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government advisor cannot escape bis responsibilities as a citizen. In fact, by
Virtue of bis greater knowledge of the subject on which he advises, the
govemment advisor takes on enlarged responsibilities for the defense of the
public interest in that area. Tue eonfusion of allegiance to the public interest
with allegiance to the President in power indicates a basic lack of understanding
of the meaning of democracy. That this misunderstanding has been shared by so
many science advisors should be a matter of great concern to the scientific
community as a whole.
Such concerns were raised about the long acquiescence of science advisors in
Presidential policies for the Indochina War. Although a number of prominent
scientists may have had private qualms about American actions in Vietnam, they
confmed themselves to producing a secret report, prepared during summer 1966
under the auspices of the "Jason" division of the Institute for Defense Analyses
(IDA). The report argued against the bombing of North Vietnam, not on any
moral grounds, but on the technical grounds of its ineffectiveness.3 Their
criticism of the bombing was largely ignored by the generals-although it appears
to have intluenced Defense Secretary McNamara, who attached its conclusions to
a memorandum to President Johnson opposing the increased bombing of North
vietnam.4 McNamara failed to convince Johnson and subsequently left the
Pentagon. But a related proposal endorsed by the advisors was partially adopted:
an electronically policed barrier along the norther borders of South Vietnam.
The advisors claimed that such a barrier would be more effective than bombing
in choking off the flow of military support to the Vietcong.5 The result was the
"McNarnara Une," which ultimately grew into the military fantasy-nightmare of
the "electronic battlefield.'"' But the bombing went on. One of the leaders of
the Jason summer study told us that he was so embittered by this experience
that he subsequently· resigned from all bis government advisory posts. ''I was a
dupe," he said. "Whatever advice you give the military will be twisted."
When govemment officials repeatedly fail to hear or heed their science
advisors and when an advisory committee begins to moderate or even alter what
it w~uld really like to say (Trojan Horse strategy), advisors should perhaps
consider other approaches. Bringing serious matters into the open and to the
attention of government decision makers through their morning newspapers is
one tactic for breaking through their bureaucracy-created isolation. lt has been
established repeatedly that public exposure of important issues can result in
crucial facts and perceptions coming to the fore which would have been missed
in the ordinary governinental process.
3.
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antagonizi.ng those administration officials he has been advising. If an advisor
\Van~s to challenge an administration policy that he considers a threat to the
public health and welfare, then bis dedication in raising an opposition must be
commensurate with the seriousness of the perceived threat. Great persistence
~d r~sourcefulness are also usually required-and often courage, too, since the
sc1ent1St may be opposing agencies eich fund his work or work at bis
Institution.

~thou~ serv~g as an a.dvisor broadens one's first-hand knowledge of the
consaderations which en~r mto federal policy making for technology, it does
not prepare one for the ngors of such a battle. Advisors are not encouraged to
follow through on their advice and try to see that it is taken into account;
Generally they are asked to prepare and submit reports rather quickly and then
to forget about them. unless. called upon for further advice. Often, they are not
ex~cted _to ~ook senously mto the nontechnical aspects of the issue on which
th~1r advtce 1s sought. Instead they are expected to fonn an opinion based
prunarily on the know~edge they already have and on the briefmgs they receive
from g~vemment ~fficials ~d from full-time government experts. They are paid
for this, they ~ prestige because their advice is sought by important
~ovemmen~ officials, and they make professional contacts which may prove
unportant m the advancement of their careers. This is quite a different situation
= ~e harsh and lonely world in which an independent scientist often fmds

1

~us, ?f the three rationales offered in defense of the confidential advisory
re~t10nship, two-the lawyer-client analogy and the the-President·has-theultunate·res!onsibili!y argument-see~ upon reflection to be absurd. The third,
the you-can t-~ght-c1ty-hall ar~nt 1s, as we said, simply a restatement of the
fact that the life of a confidential advisor can be relatively easy and secure while
that of the public interest scientist can be arduous and uncertain As Abraham
Lincoln said, „Silence makes men cowards."
•
lt is. obvi~us, from the superficiality of the widely held views which we have
been . ~ussmg, that ~e ethics of advising should be subjected to a careful
exarrun~tto? by the sc1entific community as a whole. Science advising, no Iess
than ~etenttfic research, needs a code of ethics. And this code should explicitly
take m!o. ~ccou~t the fact that we live in a democracy in which the ultimate
responstbility restdes not with the President but with the individual citizen.

lt t1 quixotic for a lone 1cientist with no political constituency to hope to

influence the public to reject the misrepresentations of administration
spokesmen.
The case studies of outside activities to be presented in Part IV show that a
lone scientist can fight the bureaucracy-and win. lt is true that it is usually
ineffective for an insider just to sign a petition or make a single public statement
and then go back to bis usual activities. This will probably only succeed in

Discounting Future Effectiveness
The rather old-fashioned lecture on citizenship which we have just delivered does
not by any means resolve the deeper dilemma in which a science advisor often
finds hirnself: it simply acts to blow away the smoke screen concealing it.
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Generalizations cannot resolve such dilemmas, for each case concems an
individual scientist's judgment of how he may most effectively serve the public
interest. An advisor contemplating going public in order to challenge an
emerging executive policy that he considers inimical to the public intei'est is
weighing two great uncertainties: the effectiveness of such a move versus his
future effectiveness as an insider if he maintains confidentiality.
The high-level advisor fmds himself in a position which has usually required
years of apprenticeship to arrive at. lt is therefore natural, before challenging a
policy, for him to think: "l've worked hard to gain my position of influence-for
what it's worth. Let someone eise take the issue to the public. That way 1 can
keep presenting my arguments on the inside while they present theirs on the ·
outside. (Besides, I'm the director of a large laboratory, and a lot more people
will be hurt if 1become unpopular with the current administration.)"
The problem, of course, is that such advisors represent a considerable segment
of the leadership of science, and if they, in their positions of relative security,
are unwilling even occasionally to set an example by taking the risk of going
public, it is unreasonable to expect that enough high-caliber scientists outside
the advisory establishment will step forward in their stead. Also, by asking other
scientists to assume the entire burden of public interest science, the advisors may
be asking them to close to themselves the doors to positions of honor and
influence which the advisors themselves enjoy.
Unfortunately, it appears characteristic of human nature to overestimate
what one's future effectiveness might be in comparison to what one judges one's
effectiveness to be in the issue at band. Participants in politics often must revise
their hopes for future accomplishment down by an order of magnitude during
the battle when they realize how tough it is to accomplish anything. This means
that an advisor weighing the effectiveness of going public in a current situation is
weighing this reduced expectation against his still-high hopes of future
effectiveness. This gives rise to the apparently common situation where an
advisor conserves his effectiveness like a beautiful gi.rl her virginity-until no one
is interested in it anymore.

What Does the Advisor Do About Uncertainty?
Uncertainty arising from incomplete information is one of the major problems
facing a technical expert-advisor or not-when he is contemplating making an
issue out of his concerns. Thus, taking examples from our case studies so far: lt
was not clear to what extent a fleet of SSTs would increase the earth's cloud
cover or deplete its protective layer of stratospheric ozone. Nor was it clear how
many birth defects would occur in South Vietnam from the massive use there of
2,4,S-T as a defoliant. And fmally, it was not clear how many cases of cancer
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and birth defects would result from the public's massive use of cy l
t
sweetened drinks and foods.
c ama e·

ata!.~ncerned sci~ntist might therefore weil have asked himself:

"ls this a false
• ~ 1. puttmg my reputation on the line over a danger which later
lntionnat1on will prove not to exist?"
In. these circumstances the decision must hinge on the advisor's answer to ~e
question: Wh~ should determine whether the benefits of the proposed policy
exceed the nsks? One PSAC panel, reporting on the safety of under round
nuclear weapons testing, suggested that .
g
the public should_ ~ot ~e asked to accept risks resulting from purely internal
~overnmental decwo~s ü, without endangering national security, the information can be made public and the decisions reached after public discussion. 1

(~e panel's report was subsequently suppressed.) Thus, even if the dan ers
which co_ncern a scientist might not materialize, the public should ha g
opporturuty to express its opinion as to whether the potential risks
ve rthan
the benefits.
_
are wo
~ does not mean that every such matter should be made the subject of a
nation

referendum. What it does mean is that, in a democracy, the citiuns

~o~~ hav~ an op~~rt~ty to defend their vital interests. Not infrequently an

a ~st~ation decmon 1S made in secret and then, when the story ge"ts out the
de~~on 1s reversed. What has happened is that the publicity h b gh '
political forces into play.
as rou t new

Guideli'nes for Advisors
While there a~e many cases in which advisors have refused to come forward to
warn t.'ie public, we are unaware of a single case m· which an ad · h
bli "t fi
VISor as sought
pu ci Y. or a~ unfounded concem for the public welfare. lt is not surprisin
that a b1~s. e~ts tow~rd acquiesing to the executive branch's demands fo~
~:dentiality · the adV1Sors have working relationships with executive officials.
~ ~pens also that the counsels of timidity and ambition work in th
drrection: no one has risen to high position by appealing
th
e same
h d th
.
.
over e govemment's
ea to e pub~c, while many have constructed distinguished careers by playing
the game according to administration rules.
h Some advisors have not only accepted confidentiality as a necessity they
ave e~en embraced it. Thus the technical society of operations analys;s the
Operations Research Society of America (ORSA) includes in its ''G "d 1· ' fi
· naJPraetice
· "the following adrnonitions: •
w emes or
Profiess10

Sc~p~ousl~ observe any ground ·rules about confidentiality Iaid down by th
organization bemg served.
e
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debate over the Sentinal ABM System, two governmental advisors, Hans Bethe
and Richard Garwin, presented in a Scientific Americon article 11 the arguments
which led tbem to believe that building an ABM system designed to defend the
population of the United States was futile.·(Defense Department clearance for
publication of this article was obtained only at the authors' insistence, and not
without some duress.1 2 )
These are tbe only examples in our case studies where advisors took the
initiative in making their concems public. In general, advisors remained
silent-or, at most, muttered a little. The members of the Food and Nutrition
Board of the National Academy of Sciences, for example, seem to have
displayed a forbearance which can only be compared with that of Job while, for
almost fifteen years, tbe Food and Drug Administration ignored their repeated
expressions of concem about widespread public conswnption of cyclamates.

ts onl to the organizational elements sponso~ the
Report the ~Y s resulth . ~ by tbem to report to a wider audience.
atudy, untess specifically au onz
,

They further declare tbat
.
behalf of a client whosc decision be bas
an. analyst called up~n to testify on
ort his client's case••.• An analyst
helped to sbape ~Y his anal~s ~uthld i:p~ent is placed in a difficult ethical
who wishes to disagree publicly W1
pOSt·1·tOn. 9
•
•
. .
. . . th
. delines seems rather narrow m compan·
Tue perspecttve implic~t ~ ~gut 1 Ethics for United States Government
son with tbat expressed m . :e 1958e ~
which we quote the opening words:
Service, adopted by Congress m
, rom
Put loyalty to the highest moral princi~!es and to country above loyalty to
persons, party' or Govemment department.
.
. .
al im lies a commitment on tbe part of
We submit ~t this ~gher loy ~ye th;ir fellow cimens with tbe ißformation

go~e=~i::c~:=ru;:,~ !~r::::d participation in the p~litical proce~. ~a

an .
fundamental democratic principles wluch are occasion Y
remmder of the
.
.
f nning the government, we offer here
forgotten in the practtcal busmess o ru
.ali
some simple guidelines ön the limits of advising confidenti ty:
. .
t b . to public attention govemment
The advisor has. the obli~t1~nli ~s
threaten the public health and
policies or practices that e e e .
welfare.
. . . to eak out when he believes that public
2. The ad~r ~s the dlressslponsthambilitpeyredsi;,y the misrepresentation or suppres·
debate 1s bemg nee e Y
·
sion of information.
.delines be engraved in stone. Our purpose
We do not propose ~at ~ur gut e issues involved. Hopefully tbe advisors
is ratber to stimulate .dis~uss1on of th. as a whole will (perhaps witb some
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Correcting the Record

r:!Y

;::o:: ::i~:~e c;;"':C !~ientific
1

::;s

advisor which tmphasizes his

larger responsibilities.
f th guidelines clear, let us see how tbey apply to
To m~e thfe dre~evrsanm~ ::.e e:amples discussed in the preceding chapters.
the behaV1or o a VlSO

Warning the Public

" to the public. After he
.
t k their concerris
In two of our case studie~, ad;:::s d~arwin drew Congressional attention to
bad been invited to testify_,
~r . metro olitan areas which would result
the degradation of tbe qu~ty _of !~e
SST !d to the technologi.cal setbacks
from the enormous ~akeof noise , d .
And at the beginning of the public
'
which had compromised tbe plane s eS1gn.
. .

:e
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In our case studies, advisors directly contradicted statements by administration
spokesmen only when misquoted by name. Thus, for example, in the ABM
debate, when Dr. Panofsky's name was taken in vain by Deputy Secretary of
Defense Packard, and later, when Drs. Drell and Goldberger's confidential advice
was misrepresented by Oirector of Defense Research and Engineering John
Foster, a confrontation became unavoidable. In another case, Garwin, as we have
already noted, tried to set the record straight-not by directly contradicting
govemment statements, but by trying to set the actual technical basis for the
decision at issue before tbe Congressional cornmittees concemed •
lt is not an infrequent occurrence for confidential government reports which
contradict the statements of administration spokesmen to be "Jeaked" to the
media. For example, tbe advisory report to tbe Environmental Protection
Agency on the safety of 2,4,S·T entered the public domain without official
approval. In this case the "leaker" was presumably concemed because the report
uncritically dismissed serious concerns about possible dangers to public health. lf
so, his tactic was effective: as a result of criticisms of the leaked report by
independent scientists, EPA administrator Ruckelshaus rejected its recommendations that 2,4,S-T be given a clean bill of health. This was an unusual case,
however, in that there was a qualified group, the Cornmittee for Environmental
Information, outside govemment which immediately picked up and articulated
the issues involved. In most cases one cannot expect a Jeaked report to be as
influential as an advisor who himself draws the spotligbt to the existence of
a suppressed report and speaks to the broader implications of its conclusions. Even less useful than a leaked report is leaked advice without supporting
documentation. For example, President Nixon's ad hoc SST Advisory Commit·
tee's negative views of the SST were accurately reported in the New York Times
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in March
but it was not until the docwnents themselves were released
seven months later that widespread public interest was generated.
These remarks are not intended to discourage leaking to the media
information that the public is le~timately entitled to have. We are simply
restating our belief that scientific advisors should act more often to take the
issue of suppression of information directly to the public. Excessive dependence
upon Ralph Nader and the media in these matters reflects badly on the integrity
of the scientific profession.
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